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of an international market: the cable and the telegraph are
not essential for making a corner in commodities and for
'rigging' markets.   Similarly, a credit system can exist
whether or not banks of the modern type act as inter-
mediaries between lenders and borrowers.   The remarkable
extent to which credit facilities prevailed in the Middle Ages
is evinced both by the wool trade, of which every stage
was financed by credit dealings, and by the abundance, of
mercantile debts relating to all kinds of business matters.
The importance of credit grew enormously in the Age of
Mercantilism.   It was officially stated in the seventeenth
century that a great part of English trade was conducted
on a credit basis.   Book-credit was,  in fact,  a normal
practice, and it was often extended for long periods and
large amounts—no less than £20,000 was owed by one mer-
chant in the reign of James I.   The instrument of credit
transactions was the bill of exchange, whose usefulness is
reflected in the measures taken to invest it with legal sanction
(iv.) Bank- and a negotiable character.   The fourth development was
wfi*         the rise of banking in its modern form:   of the Bank of
England, in particular, it may be said that its history is an
epitome of the financial history of England since the Revolu-
tion.   The banks created yet another form of credit instru-
ment through the issue of paper money, which for large
payments became current in lieu of specie.  The various kinds
of paper credit—bills of debt and bank notes—enlarged the
currency and broadened the basis of the credit structure:
consequently they served in the nature of new resources and
thereby   quickened  trade   and   industry.   An   important
service rendered by the banks was the advance of loans,
though even prior to the growth of banks moneyed men
found no lack of suitable openings for profitable investment.
Thus the entrepreneur was enabled to buy goods ' at time *
(that is, on credit), and also to buy money ' at time ' (that
is, raise loans).   In this way he was not precluded from
extending the range of his operations, and embarking on
fresh enterprises, by any inability to utilize capital other
than that which he himself possessed.   The use of borrowed
capital on a considerable scale was made possible by the

